The elemental perpendicular magnetic anisotropy constants of both elements of a 20 nm bcc Co 88 Mn 12 alloy film grown on MgO(001) and capped with Al, have been determined. By fitting a Stoner-Wohlfarth astroid model to the measured Co and Mn L 3 XMCD peak intensities as a function of incidence photon angle with the magnetic field applied co-axially with the photon propagation direction, the elemental perpendicular anisotropy constants were found to be 
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantifying the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) of magnetic films and structures has been important in perpendicular magnetic recording media for decades. 1, 2 Recently, determining the PMA in thin films systems has gained importance with the discovery and development of magnetic vortex states, 3 magnetic skyrmion systems, [4] [5] [6] and in applications of more unique spintransport electronic structures. 7 For simple systems (magnetic films on non-magnetic substrates) it is straightforward to determine the PMA by a variety of techniques, particularly using ferromagnetic resonance, 8 torque magnetometry, 9 or vector magnetometry. [10] [11] [12] [13] This is useful for systems with either a positive (preferring perpendicular moment) or negative (preferring in-plane moment) perpendicular anisotropy constant. Unfortunately, these techniques only measure the total PMA and shed little light on understanding the tailoring of PMA in magnetic heterostructures where separating the contributions to the total PMA in magnetic multilayers or magnetically distinct phases in multicomponent systems is needed. In those cases, element-resolved techniques with magnetic contrast would be quite useful.
The use of X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in a vector magnetometry configuration 14 or as the magnetic contrast mechanism in a X-ray microscope 15 has allowed for elemental visualization of PMA, but a quantitative treatment has been lacking. Here we report the determination of elemental PMA constants for a bcc Co 88 Mn 12 magnetic alloy film from the variation of the elemental XMCD signal with the applied magnetic field (both magnitude and direction out of the film plane) through a comparison to the Stoner-Wohlfarth astroid modeling of the magnetization. [16] [17] [18] [19] 
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Tailoring of thin film PMA has been accomplished through composition control of magnetic alloy films and by creating bilayer/multilayer systems with appropriate relative thicknesses. The bcc CoMn alloy film has recently shown 20 to have an increasing saturation moment with composition, reaching a maximum near Co 75 Mn 25 . Separately determining the PMA constant for the Co and Mn elements in an alloy film would be a good demonstration of the validity of the experimental method.
The bcc Co 1x Mn x alloy films are grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on 5 mm x 5 mm MgO(100) substrates. The polished substrates are first rinsed in acetone and methanol, then blown dry with dry nitrogen gas prior to mounting on a Molybdenum sample holder using indium solder. Due to the hygroscopic nature of MgO, exposure to water vapor and the typical DI water rinse are avoided. After cleaning and mounting, the samples are heat cleaned in UHV environment at 800 • C for 20 minutes to remove adsorbed water and reduce the likelihood of oxidation of the magnetic film.
The elemental Co and Mn flux rates are determined by the stabilized Knudsen cell temperatures of the Co and Mn cells and are approximately 0.1 nm/min and 0.01 nm/min, respectively. For all growths, the substrate was held at 160 • C and the sample was capped with 3 nm of Al deposited at 90 • C. The bcc film structure was monitored during growth by RHEED, showing bcc epitaxial growth for all films. Details of the growth, including the RHEED pattern evolution, are reported elsewhere. 20, 21 The XAS and XMCD measurements are conducted at beamline 6.3.1.1 and 4.0.2 of the Advanced Light Source of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories. Due to the large number of scans, the data is acquired in the fast-scan mode by acquiring sequential energy scans with either opposite magnetizations or opposite photon helicities. Measurements are conducted at room temperature in sample current mode either with the magnetic field co-axial to the photon propagation direction (2T magnet at beamline 6.3.1.1) or with a magnetic field whose direction can be changed (vector magnet at 4.0.2). All spectra are corrected for the degree of circular polarization. This flexibility allows for a wide range of measurement schemes.
As described in Figure 1 , through an axial rotation of the sample (φ-scan), the angle between the photon propagation direction (analysis direction) and the sample can be varied. In this measurement scheme, the field is held constant and co-axial with the photon propagation direction (H || s). In the second measurement scheme (γ-scan), the photon propagation direction is co-axial with the sample normal direction (s || n, normal incidence) and the fixed magnitude magnetic field is rotated from being in the film plane to normal to the plane. Finally, the angular orientations can be held constant, but the strength of the magnetic field can be varied (H-scan).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A description of the characterization of our CoMn alloy films has been described elsewhere. 20 Compositions were determined from XAS intensity ratios and elemental moments from the intensity of the L 3 XMCD features for Co and Mn. The Co and Mn L 23 -edge XAS and XMCD are displayed in Figure 2 a pure bcc Co film (L 3 peak set to 777.90 eV) or Mn 2 O 3 reference powder (L 3 shoulder peak set to 637.97 eV) immediately after the CoMn film and shifting the energy scales. 22 Figure 3 displays the measured L 3 XMCD dichroism intensity for Co (open squares) and Mn (filled circles) measured as a function of incidence angle for the situation where the magnetic field is applied co-axially with the photon beam propagation direction for a bcc Co 88 Mn 12 alloy film. The applied field is ±0.5 T and the angle of incidence (and therefore the applied field direction) is varied by rotating the sample around the z-axis of the XMCD chamber (φ-scan). The 0.5 T field intensity is far below the saturation field for the CoMn film. The L 3 -peak XMCD intensities are determined by a gaussian-fit to a narrow region encompassing only the L 3 -peak.
The data is fit to a Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) astroid model [16] [17] [18] [19] of the projection of the magnetization along the analysis (photon propagation) direction. The SW model was developed for single domain magnetic particles but has been successfully used for thin film systems where the domains   FIG. 3 . Co and Mn L 3 peak XMCD as a function of photon incidence angle with the 0.5 T field applied coaxial to the photon incidence direction. Lines are Stoner-Wohlfarth astroid fits for different h values. Both Co and Mn can be modeled using nearly the same elemental PMA value.
can be treated in a mean-filed approach 23 including high density recording media 24 and amorphous films. 25 The fit is controlled by the effective field parameter h = HM/2K, with H the applied magnetic field, M the saturation magnetization of the film, and K the perpendicular anisotropy constant. The solid or dashed lines of the two elemental data sets are fits with various h values (the remaining fit parameter is only the vertical scaling) to show the sensitivity of the fit. Possible temperature dependent anisotropy corrections to the SW treatment 26 have not been included.
A least-squares-fit for the Co and Mn data result in an h value of 0.60±0.02 and 0.58±0.02 corresponding to a perpendicular anisotropy constant, K, (at room temperature) of (6.46±0.15) x 10 5 J/m 3 and (6.68±0.15) x 10 5 J/m 3 , respectively. The increased uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in the determination of M S . For a bcc CoMn ultrathin film grown on MgO(100) (a MgO = 0.4212 nm), the film is pseudomorphic with the MgO surface, but rotated 45 • with respect to the MgO surface net, resulting in a CoMn = 0.2978 nm. 20 Forced registry to a substrate which is not lattice-matched often leads to a tetragonal distortion of the film. Our DFT calculations indicate that the c/a ratio at this composition is 0.86 resulting in c BCT = 0.2569 nm. For an average moment of 1.9 µB/atom for Co 88 Mn 12 , we determine M S = 1.55 x 10 6 J/m 3 -T which results in the above anisotropy constants. Note that the elemental Co and Mn fits both result in nearly the same h value (as expected for a single alloy film and demonstrated here).
If the perpendicular demagnetization factor is known and removed, the remaining anisotropy is due to crystalline anisotropy, surface anisotropy, and interlayer interactions. Repeating these measurements at different temperatures and at different applied field strengths (0.1 T to 0.8 T) can be used to classify these additional anisotropies through their temperature and field dependencies. At low grazing angles (small φ), the data diverges from the fit due to overfill issues associated with the grazing x-ray beam spot size and the small sample (and any slight misalignments). These can be easily incorporated into the fit, eliminating the low angle disagreement. The case φ = 0 cannot be measured because the photon is incident parallel to the sample surface. This demonstrates that both elements of a thin film alloy behave identically. The extraction of the perpendicular anisotropy constant is useful, but in this case can be accomplished by other means.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured the elemental perpendicular magnetic anisotropy for a 20 nm bcc Co 88 Mn 12 alloy film grown on MgO(001) and capped with Al. For the bcc Co 88 Mn 12 alloy film, the elemental perpendicular anisotropy constants were found to be (2.92±0.15) x 10 5 J/m 3 and (3.02±0.15) x 10 5 J/m 3 , respectively, from a fit of a Stoner-Wohlfarth astroid model to the measured L 3 XMCD peak intensities for Co and Mn as a function of incidence photon angle.
